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AGENDA

Second Meeting of the Third Period of Sessions of the 
IMCO Working Group on the Digital Single Market

Thursday, 7 March 2013
From 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m., Brussels

Meeting room: JAN 6Q1
(There will be simultaneous translation into EN, FR, ES)

Promoting access to attractive legal offers of online products and services

1. Welcome by the Coordinator of the Working Group, Mr. Pablo Arias Echeverría MEP.

Mr Pablo Arias Echeverria, the Coordinator of the Working Group on the Digital Single Market 
and E-Commerce welcomed participants and presented the agenda explaining how it fits in 
the overall programme. He stressed that the purpose of the working group was to identify 
remaining barriers to the functioning of the Digital Single Market and to come forward with 
concrete proposals on what type of action is necessary. The outcome of this cycle of 
meetings will be presented to Council and the Commission in order to shape future policy in 
this area. Mr Arias then presented the agenda of the day, which is divided into two panels, 
one dealing with the implementation of Article 20(2) of the Services Directive prohibiting 
discrimination on grounds of residence or nationality, the second one looking at competition 
policy and its application to the Digital Single Market.

2. Opening statement by the Chairman of IMCO Committee, Mr. Malcolm Harbour MEP.

Mr Harbour emphasised the level of interest in these meetings which shows the added value 
of these debates on the future of the Digital Single Market. The purpose of the working group 
is to come up with a clear and structured set of ideas to maximise the impact of the Digital 
Single Market for consumers and businesses. This would form the basis for an IMCO 
resolution (to be adopted mid 2013) with a view to shape major political initiative on the Digital 
Single Market. There is a clear political vision for this work, which is shared by both Council 
and Commission. EP is working on getting the Digital Single Market on the agenda for the 
October Summit in Council. It is also an opportunity to question whether our legislative 
framework is the right one to respond to our changed economic environment and to set the 
foundations for the work to be resumed under the next legislature. 

The Implementation of article 20.2 of the Services Directive:

3. Intervention of Mrs. Florence François-Poncet, Head of Unit, Unit E1 on Business-to-
Consumer Services, DG MARKT, European Commission.

Article 20,2 of the Services Directive provides that service recipients should not be 
discriminated on basis of their residence and / or nationality. This is balanced with recital 95 
of the directive which allows for such discrimination if justified objective criteria can be 
invoked. Important to strike the right balance between business and consumer interests. Also 
note that Art 20,2 does not impose an obligation to sell. Whether certain business practices 
constitute an unjustified discrimination, can only be assessed on a case-by-case basis. There 
is no black/white list of accepted and unacceptable practices. However, it is clear, that from a 
consumer perspective there is a real frustration.  

In the June guidance Staff Working Document, the Commission sought to give some 
guidance. Based on cases the Commission is aware of at this stage, it is more often than not 
on the basis of residence, not nationality and many cases happen in the digital environment 
(e.g. consumers being redirected to their national websites or being faced with significantly 
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higher prices), re-fragmenting the seamless cyberspace of the EU27. In terms of what would 
be considered justified reasons for discriminatory behaviour, the Commission would look with 
great suspicion at incidences where companies justify discrimination with:

o lack of delivery options
o contractual relations between independent undertakings (in the case of passive sales, 

ie where company had not directed its sales to specific territory but consumer had 
initiated the intended sales by himself)

o higher charges for cross-border payments
o blocking access to information for users from other Member States

Less clear-cut cases where enforcement authorities will carefully have to analyse each 
individual case include:

o Intellectual Property Rights - suspicious if service provider has actually cleared all 
rights and still chooses not to sell in certain markets

o "different market conditions" -very complex and to be analysed on case-by-case basis

The Commission's approach to improve the practical enforcement of Article 20,2 is based on 
three strands of action:

1. focus on improving the regulatory environment to make it easier for service providers 
to offer their services across the EU (thus reducing the scope for justifications for not 
providing services in certain Member States). Ongoing initiatives here include:
o VAT and novel solution of mini One-stop-shop (worth considering to expand this)
o late payment directive
o consumers and contract law: Consumer Rights Directive will bring about full 

harmonisation in selected areas of contract law; draft regulation on Common 
European Sales Law as optional regime

o Collective Rights Management draft directive and licencing Europe initiative
o parcel delivery green paper and overall strategy on eCommerce

2. Improve enforcement at national level - Commission is working closely with enforcement 
authorities to gather information on existing cases and to encourage enforcement bodies 
to bring more cases before national courts in order to establish rights in practice and 
clarify what can be considered "objective reasons" ; in addition, work with businesses to 
encourage them to shift to more internal market friendly policies (and change business 
practices where, from Commission's perspective, clear-cut cases of discrimination)

3. awareness-raising: work with ECC-net to inform consumers of their rights and to gather 
more information n typical cases of discriminations that consumers experience; COM will 
issue further guidance later in 2013 and will also include questions related to Art 20,2 in 
next Eurobarometer survey

4.     Intervention of Mr. Reinhold Schranz, European Consumer Centre ECC Austria.  

Mr Schranz introduced the ECC-net and explained their purpose. He then highlighted the 
benefits of the Digital Single Market for both traders and consumers (wider choice, better 
quality, better prices, and wider market for traders). Despite the provisions of Article 20,2 the 
ECC-net receive increasing number of complaints on cases of discrimination based on 
residence, where a consumer is either refused purchase or is charged a significantly higher 
price. Most cases are linked to the digital environment. From Mr Schranz' perspective, this 
problem can be tackled through two strands:

1. Awareness-raising and assistance to consumers. Consumers do not know about their 
rights in case of unjustified refusals. It is important to collect detailed information of the 
types of cases that would typically be considered unacceptable. For this reason ECC-net 
has launched a project on awareness-raising and collection of discriminatory cases 
brought to the ECC-net in 2013. In addition, ECC-net can provide assistance with 
complaints. Mr Schranz then provided four examples of the typical cases received by the 
ECC-net, highlighting examples where ECC-net was able to bring about change, (1) by 
solving an individual case or (2) by getting a company to change its overall business 
practice. The other cases described by Mr Schranz showed some of the reasons 
companies list for choosing to apply a different pricing policy based on residence/ or for 
choosing to refuse to sell to certain Member States. 

2. Enforcement. It is important to bring more cases to enforcement authorities in order to 
get some clarity on which reasons for discriminatory practices are considered justified 
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and which are not; what constitute "objective reasons" for refusing a service provision or 
asking for a higher price for the same service in another EU Member State.  In addition, it 
would be very useful to create closer links with competition authorities, as many cases 
have a close link to competition law and in particular to the provisions on vertical restraint 
agreements (and distinction between active/ passive sales). Mr Schranz gave an example 
in this context of an ongoing complaint where an Austrian consumer had tried to buy a 
ready-built house in Slovenia but was redirected to the manufacturer's Austrian website, 
as the Slovenian trader had signed an agreement with the manufacturer to only sell the 
product in Slovenia. In Austria the house was on the market for a substantially higher 
price. Secondly, where discriminatory behaviour may be justified, it is important that the 
trader informs consumers on this, already in the pre-sales conditions. The Consumer 
Rights Directive will be of some help on this matter with the information obligations it 
introduces. Finally, Mr Schranz also highlighted that from the business perspective, 
chambers can play an important role in minimising legal advice costs as they can provide 
extensive information on crossborder service provision. 

5.      Intervention of Mr. Henri Wagener, Business Federation Luxembourg.

Mr Wagener considered the existence of article 20.2 a useful tool in order to improve the 
functioning of the single market. Companies, who are also service recipients, share with 
consumers a common interest to have access to services across the EU and not be subjected 
to differential treatment in price or otherwise, or refusal to supply. This is especially true for 
Luxembourgish companies, who manage cross-border flows on a daily basis at every stage of 
the value chain. In its SWD of June 2013, the Commission correctly identified criteria that may 
justify different conditions; other valid criteria not mentioned are language barriers or strategic 
promotional reasons. Mr Wagener emphasised that Art 20,2 is no obligation to sell and it 
should not be. He argued that it would be wrong for legislator to aim to force companies to 
sell cross-border at any cost and he further cautioned the legislator to heap excessive 
administrative burden on companies through introduction of additional information obligations.

Instead, Mr Wagener argued, the legislator should focus on the root of the problems and 
analyse the reasons that lie behind the decision of a company not to sell cross-border. Most 
important obstacle from business perspective is legal fragmentation and the uncertainty of 
traders which laws will be applicable in their target markets. Consumer Rights Directive will 
somewhat improve the situation, but important elements for the conclusion of contracts 
continue to be outside its scope. A second element that creates uncertainty is the question of 
which law is applicable, and which jurisdiction is competent in case of litigation. Mr Wagener 
argued that, although the Rome I and Brussels I regulation provide for some clarity, they 
leave one important question subject to interpretation, namely the concept of "directed 
activity". Both regulations foresee that the applicable law and the competent tribunal, in the 
case of cross-border litigation, are those fixed in the contract, unless the provider, by any 
means, directs its activity towards the Members State of the consumer and that a contract has 
been concluded in the context of that activity. In the case of an established case of “directed 
activity”, the applicable law and competent tribunal would be those of the MS of the 
consumer. Hence, Mr Wagener argued, a clear definition of that concept is crucial. 
Unfortunately, there is no clear definition of "directed activity" in EU legislation and it is 
left to the Court of Justice to decide. Mr Wagener then made reference to a recent ECJ ruling 
(case of "Alpenhof") and its implications for businesses. Article 20,2, in conjunction with Rome 
I and Brussels I "creates a double-bind for companies that is impossible to respect. Mr 
Wagener argued that the concept of directed activity, as it is interpreted now, is totally un-
adapted to the realities of the internal market, and especially the internet age. He called on 
the EU institutions to address this issue head-on and to promote the creation of an internal 
market and e-business friendly legal framework. He calls on the European Parliament to 
address legal fragmentation and legal uncertainty in order to allow companies of all sizes to 
go on-line and to trade across borders. 

Competition Rules and the Digital Single Market:

6.  Intervention of Mr. Lucas Peeperkorn, Policy Analyst, Unit A1 on Antitrust case 
support and policy, DG COMPETITION, European Commission.

Mr Peeperkorn introduced his intervention on the legal and policy framework for supply and 
distribution agreements by stating that from his perspective the revised Commission policy 
had found the right balance to respond to the changed realities of the Digital Single Markets. 
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He cautioned against being too over regulatory and argued there was not (and should not be) 
an obligation to sell. He explained the policy switch from a very form-based, legalistic 
approach (before 2000) to a more effects-based approach with the Vertical Restraints Block 
Exemption Regulation and Vertical Restraints Guidelines. The provisions are applicable to all 
sectors and all modes of sales (including online). The focus is on those agreements that are 
likely to affect competition. The Block Exemption regulation creates a so-called "safe 
harbour" by presuming that vertical agreements are not leading to net negative effects for 
consumers and are exempted under Article 101,3, if the market share of supplier and buyer 
does not exceed 30% and if the agreement does not contain any of the so-called hardcore 
restrictions. Hard-core restrictions are restrictions that are considered to have a clearly 
negative effect on competition, they are therefore prohibited. These include: 

 RPM: agreeing fixed or minimum resale price
 Sale restrictions on the buyer: concern is market partitioning: in principle 

buyer/distributor should be free to resell where and to whom it wants
 Hardcore restrictions apply to offline and online sales: no new hardcore restrictions

(guidelines clarify and provide examples of what are hardcore online sale restrictions)
 Once distributors are appointed, they should be free to have a website and engage in 

internet sales to allow consumers to benefit from the internet (confirmed by recent 
Pierre Fabre preliminary ruling of ECJ)

 Distributors should not be obliged to reroute customers depending on their IP address 
to other distributors' or the supplier's website

 Distributors should not be obliged to terminate online purchase requests depending 
on the consumer's IP address

 A distributor should not be obliged to pay more for the product if it intends to sell it 
online instead of offline

Mr Peeperkorn then gave examples of the type of restrictions that were not considered to be 
hardcore restrictions in an online context, in other words, they would in principle be 
permissible unless individual analysis proved otherwise. Examples include:

• Suppliers should be free to choose distributors/distribution format and prevent 
possible free riding

• A supplier may decide not to sell to online only distributors and require its appointed 
distributors to have one or more brick and mortar shops

• A supplier may require equivalent conditions regarding response time/expertise of 
personnel etc. for both off- and online sales

• A supplier may require its distributors not to use third party platforms
• While not hardcore, all these restrictions can be addressed under the effects-based 

approach

In conclusion, Mr Peeperkorn argued that the effects-based approach has worked well. The 
hardcore restriction list gives a clear indication of the type of restrictions to avoid in vertical 
agreements and the safe harbour provides legal certainty, in particular to SMEs. 

7.    Intervention of Mr. Stefan Krawczyk, Senior Director and Government Relations 
Councel, eBay Europe// Mr Andreas Müller, DeltaTec

Mr Krawczyk in his introduction emphasised that in today's world, retail is dominated by 
consumers, allowing smaller players to compete with big players on an equal footing. He 
stressed the importance of online platforms such as eBay as a type of "virtual shopping mall", 
making it much easier for traders to sell cross border in the EU and even globally. From his 
perspective, to be able to compete in today's market, it is important in particular for smaller 
traders to be present in various third party platforms. They create a trusted environment for 
consumers (not only via computers but also via smartphones and other devices), provide 
support tools for traders and enable them to share useful applications. 

eBay recognises the added value and importance of selective distribution agreements for 
certain sectors of the economy, especially related to the high-end luxury sector or other 
speciality products. But from eBay's perspective, there are serious problems with many 
suppliers misinterpreting the Block Exemption regulation and the guidelines, leading to an 
increasing number of cases where suppliers of standard goods (e.g. sporting goods) putting a 
ban on platform sales to keep their retail prices at the highest possible level. This leads to an 
unacceptable situation, to the detriment of entrepreneurship and competition. 
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The floor was then taken by Mr Müller of DeltaTec, a trader who offers his goods (focus on 
sporting goods, electronics and house and garden products) not only through his own online 
shops but also via third party platforms such as eBay. His company is active both nationally 
(DE) and at European level. He stressed the important role of platforms to reach out to a 
larger customer base. He then explained the problems his company has been facing recently, 
as manufacturers are starting to increasingly use platform bans, prohibiting sales on eBay 
and other market places. He argued it was largely to control prices, making it tough for small 
and medium sized players to compete. He urged the Commission to look into this practice 
and to see if it really was justified. He felt that if it went unchallenged, more and more 
suppliers would follow suit, thus pushing smaller traders out of the market.

8. Intervention of Mrs. Annick de Chaunac, General Counsel, Hermès Group.

Mrs de Chaunac thanked the organisers for the opportunity to explain the situation of luxury 
goods and to defend their policy of maintaining a selective distribution as well as the 
obligation to have a 'brick and mortar shop' in the countries where they are established. 

She agreed that the internet has brought significant changes, new opportunities and 
challenges for traders globally. Hermes opened its online shop in 2005 and made significant 
investments into its online market presence. The advantages for consumers are clear, 24/7 
availability, accessible also in remoter areas, greater choice and flexibility. However, there are 
also risks involved related to the inability to try and experience the product in advance, the 
lower level of services and the danger of purchasing counterfeit goods, particularly in the 
high-end luxury segment. Hermes attaches great importance to high quality service through 
the distribution network of its products. This is why Hermes works through selective 
distribution agreement, to ensure customers receive good quality advice and can be sure to 
purchase a real Hermes product. 

Another challenge Hermes faces concerns the sales of counterfeit goods online, infringing 
their IPR rights. There is a rising numbers of websites that imitate the look and feel of Hermes 
sites, even copying the text of their terms and conditions to trick the consumer into believing 
that he is purchasing a Hermes product. Another example of this is the current growth in the 
sales of vintage/ second hand products online, where again consumers are mislead into 
believing they are buying a serious vintage product, when in fact it is only a copy. This 
happens not only through multi-brand sites, but also through single brand sites - she gave the 
example of a false hermes.jp site, which was in fact not a true Hermes site. 

Mrs de Chaunac stressed the negative effect counterfeiting has on innovation and the 
economy, reducing tax revenues, economic growth and jobs. Hermes is taking a number of 
actions to combat this. One is through agreements with certain sites (including multi-brand 
sites) to ensure that the products sold are genuine products. Hermes also monitors the online 
market to identify sites where their IPR are infringed, working closely with national authorities 
in this regard. 

9. Exchange of views with the Members of the Working Group.

in the exchange of views, there was a first discussion concerning the use of selective 
distribution agreements and the issue of platform bans. Points raised included:

o current cases related to sports good show that the legislation in place is good; it is not 
a matter of changing the legislation but of ensuring proper enforcement of the 
legislation

o danger of the cumulative effects of platform bans - if one supplier gets away with it, 
others will follow

o on the other hand, the use of internet platforms and market places should not be a 
precondition to finding opportunities for SMEs to grow in the digital single market, 
there should be other ways also; 

o of course SMEs should not be forced to sell on platforms but they should also not be 
prevented from it

o concerning online platforms, it is equally important to look more closely at problems 
created by such platforms, e.g. hotel booking sites (see OECD briefing papers)

o in addition, important to look at growing practices concerning the use of past 
purchasing and search behaviours, the use of cookies and of targeted consumer-
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specific advertising; this is an area where we may have to look more carefully at 
setting a new framework and new rules (also linked to data protection)

There was a broader discussion on the overall legislative framework governing the digital 
single market, relating back ot he first presentations on Article 20,2 of the services directive 
and the points raised by Mr Wagener and Mr Schranz. Issued addressed included:

o Legislation in this field is not easy to make in an overall fashion but needs to be done 
on a sector-by sector case to ensure that all specificities but we need to ensure a 
highest level of offers as without many offers, the consumer will not be ensured a 
healthy choice.

o The data protection regulation currently underway forbids automatic profiling. This 
could perhaps address the issue of discrimination based on cookies saved by the 
consumer. We need more opt in/opt-out mechanisms which need to be more 
accessible and more explicit to consumers in the formulation of offers.

o key problem is that of legal fragmentation and legal uncertainty. businesses (and 
consumers) need clarity on which jurisdiction and which law applies in cross-border 
sales. a number of speakers supported views presented by Mr Wagener and stressed 
the need to look more carefully at the interplay of Rome I/ Brussels I with the Services 
Directive (Article 20,2) and with the EU's overall objectives concerning the Digital 
Single market and eCommerce 

o in this context, one of the problems seems to be uncertainty about the definitions of 
"active" "passive" sales (in relation to competition rules) and "directed activity" in 
relation to Rome I/ Brussels I.  At the moment, this seems to be left to the ECJ which 
is unsatisfactory as the implications for businesses of a very broad interpretation are 
extremely negative and go against the overall objective of the single market. 
important to look into this further.

Finally, on counterfeit, there was a brief exchange between the ECC-net and Hermes:

o In CPC and ECC net there are many cases on counterfeits so perhaps they can 
cooperate better with the industry concerned. Also the consumers have problems 
about which jurisdiction applies when shopping cross-border and the ECC-net can 
certainly advise consumers on this.

o Hermes welcomed warmly the invitation of ECC-net to cooperate with them on 
combating counterfeiting and addressing consumers' complaints.

In conclusion, Mr Harbour pointed out that the issue at stake in this debate is really the 
credibility of the single market in the digital age. From a consumer perspective, it is 
inexplicable and extremely frustrating when you are faced with the type of barriers and 
restrictions described by Mr Schranz. At the same time, however, it is important to balance 
the concerns of both consumers and businesses. 

Counterfeiting is a very serious problem for the EU's economy, but we must not limit the 
potential of internet for the Single Market because of criminal activity; this can be addressed 
otherwise. IMCO has been very active in dealing with counterfeiting activities and has made 
various proposals to counteract this, e.g. in the context of customs enforcement and also in 
relation to the Commission's upcoming policy initiative on notice and take-down procedures. 

He thanked speakers for their input and asked them to provide the European Parliament with 
more comments whenever appropriate in order to contribute to an integrated vision on how to 
move the Digital Single Market forward. 

10. Any other business.

11. Time, place and topic of the next meeting of the Working Group.

The next meeting of the working group will take place on 11 April 2013 from 15h00 to 17h30 
at the European Parliament. The subject of the next meeting will be: "Putting in place key 
enablers to encourage business and consumers to make use of opportunities of the digital 
single market


